
III Mindsports GM Super Swiss Open 2023 Report

Dear Chess Community,

It is with great pleasure to announce that the Mindsports Grandmasters Open has been a
success! The third edition of titled tournaments at the London Mindsports Centre.

The tournament took place from the 13th - 17th September, and was advertised as a Super
Swiss Open tournament. The idea was taken from the 1000GM Las Vegas Super Swiss -
credit goes to the 1000GM organisation and the project manager IM Josiah Stearman. The
Las Vegas tournament can be found here.

The Mindsports GM Super Swiss achieved an average rating greater than 2400 after the first
twenty registrations. An amazing feat! The final field of players included 32 total players with
an average rating of 2305, including 5 GMs, 9 IMs, 1 WGM, 5 FMs, & 3 CMs. The starting
rank cross table can be found below…

III Mindsports GM Super Swiss Open Starting Rank Cross Table

https://chess-results.com/tnr756688.aspx?lan=1
https://chess-results.com/tnr778027.aspx?lan=1&art=1&turdet=YES&flag=30


Heading into the 8th round, there were 6 potential title norm opportunities on the line. Going
into round 9, there were only 2 opportunities available. It just shows how difficult Swiss
tournaments are.

At the conclusion of the tournament, no player title norms were achieved unfortunately! This
is the nature of playing in a Swiss Open tournament where the pairings can sometimes be
unpredictable and produce some questions.



Organising titled tournaments in the UK is quite a challenge, and having prizes is even more
challenging. A big thanks to Chessable for supporting the tournament with pens,
merchandise and £1,000 in vouchers. The prizes were distributed as follows…

All the games / PGNs can be downloaded here.

A special thanks to the tournament sponsors. Without them, this event would not have been
possible!

English Chess Federation
The Chess Trust
Chessable (The Official Learning Partner)
Raymond Cannon - Donor

https://chess-results.com/PartieSuche.aspx?lan=1&id=50023&tnr=778027&art=3
https://www.englishchess.org.uk/
https://www.chesstrust.org.uk/
https://www.chessable.com/


I would also like to express my gratitude to the Young Chelsea Bridge Club, which provided
the venue for the tournament and the chief arbiter - Alan Atkinson for running the event
effortlessly. The equipment provided by the London Chess League (John Sargent & Andy
Heard). Score sheets, pens, board numbers, fair play equipment, & banners provided by
International Arbiter / Organiser Adam Raoof.

The tournament was deemed to be one of the strongest open swiss title norm events in
recent times in the UK having obtained an extremely healthy average player rating.

The mission is to keep organising title norm tournaments in the London area and to continue
providing title norm opportunities at the highest level for English chess.

Images from the tournament have been included below. All images / photos can be found on
the chess results website here.

Playing hall

Round 1

https://chess-results.com/Fotos.aspx?lan=1&key1=14371


Round 7

GM Frode Urkedal (Tournament Winner) IM Matthew Wadsworth (Runner-up)

GM Boris Chatalbashev (Runner-up) Viktor Stoyanov



CM Ankush Khandelwal GM Alexander Cherniaev

IM Benjamin Haldorsen FM Tom O’Gorman

Lance Leslie-Smith
(FIDE Arbiter, & Tournament Organiser)


